
 
Our keepalive parameter just turns on the system mechanism 
for keeping connection alive for all the connection we make. 
 
The keepalive packets are part of TCP protocol on machines 
and are transparent to the program opening or using the 
connection. They are handled by the system and are not seen 
by application. 
 
The only problem is that by default the keepalive interval 
(the time between two packets) is set to two hours on many 
systems, rendering them ineffective in some cases. This 
interval can be changed. 
 
There has been a couple of new ‘omnirc’ environment variables  that will keep you from 
having to edit the registry 
 
The Knowledge document: 
 
 KM718928  - DataProtector 6.0 | Error 61:3003 during backup or restore 
 
describes the firewall timeout problem and the "OB2IPCKEEPALIVE" solution very nicely, 
including settings for both Windows and HP-UX hosts.  It refers to KM652534 for details 
about "OB2IPCKEEPALIVETIME" and "OB2IPCKEEPALIVEINTERVAL".  Note that 
"OB2IPCKEEPALIVETIME" and "OB2IPCKEEPALIVEINTERVAL" are for Windows Clients only. 
 
What KM718928 tells me is that, often, "OB2IPCKEEPALIVE" by itself MIGHT not help 
because the OS setting for the TCP "keepalive" packets might be at the same interval 
that is set on the firewall for closing connections.  Will the OS send a "keepalive" 
packet in time to beat the firewall's shutdown timeout?   
 
To be safe, to enable "OB2IPCKEEPALIVE" to help,  it also is necessary to make OS 
settings, except that on Windows the two additional "omnirc" options do that for you, 
as described in: 
 
 KM652534 - Meaning and usage of the omnirc variables OB2IPCKEEPALIVETIME, 
OB2IPCKEEPALIVEINTERVAL 
 

Look for the file: 
 
 Program Files -> Omniback -> omnirc              (Windows) 
 
This file does not exist by default.  If you have this file, you can edit it, and, if not, you 
can create it in an editor.  Either way, add this line to the file: 
 
OB2IPCKEEPALIVE=1  
 
on cell manager and client in omnirc (and probably for ompleteness/consistency, Media 
Agent  also).  Save the file, make sure that it does not have any extension, like 'txt' or 



'TMPL'.  On the cell manager, stop and restart Data Protector.  On clients, stop the 
Data Protector INET service (Windows), or stop and restart the 'inetd' process (UNIX) 
 
I've pasted some info below which includes the HP-UX setting for the cell manager end. 
 
Normally a setting of 15 minutes (900 000 milliseconds) is good.  
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Remember, "OB2IPCKEEPALIVETIME" and "OB2IPCKEEPALIVEINTERVAL" options  are for 
Windows ONLY.  
 
Paraphrasing from KM652534:  an "omnirc" file on Windows, for a TCP timeout problem, 
might typically contain 3 lines: 
 
 OB2IPCKEEPALIVE=1 
 OB2IPCKEEPALIVETIME=900 
 OB2IPCKEEPALIVEINTERVAL=60  
_____ 
 
I suspect that in many cases the real effectiveness of  "OB2IPCKEEPALIVE" by itself 
lies in getting customers to address their network issues. 
 

 
 
On HP-UX 11, add the KeepAlive switch to the file 
 
 /opt/omni/.omnirc The ‘dot’ is part of the filename 
 
This file does not exist by default.  If you have this file, you can edit it, and, if not, you 
can create it in an editor.  Either way, add this line to the file: 
 
OB2IPCKEEPALIVE=1  
 
The switch has now been set, it is time to set the values.  From the command prompt 
on any UNIX server. ndd can be used to get/set the kernel parameter 
for keepalive packets interval 
 

ndd -get /dev/tcp tcp_keepalive_interval 
 
will report the interval in milliseconds. To change this, run the command 
 

ndd –set /dev/tcp tcp_keepalive_interval [milliseconds] 
  
So, for example, to set this to 10 minutes, which is a reasonable amount 
 
 ndd –set /dev/tcp tcp_keepalive_interval 600000 



and run this again to be sure the parameter is set correctly 

 

ndd -get /dev/tcp tcp_keepalive_interval 

 
 
 ============================= 
 
On Linux systems, the KeepAlive parameters are contained in files.  You can see the 
current values in this manner 
 
# cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_time 

  7200 

 

  # cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl 

  75 

 

  # cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes 

  9 

 
These are the default values. To set these correctly, once again,  add the KeepAlive 
switch to the file 
 
 /opt/omni/.omnirc The ‘dot’ is part of the filename 
 
This file does not exist by default.  If you have this file, you can edit it, and, if not, you 
can create it in an editor.  Either way, add this line to the file: 
 
OB2IPCKEEPALIVE=1  
 
The switch has now been set, it is time to set the values 
 

Here's how we would change the settings:  

  # echo 600 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_time 

 

  # echo 60 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl 

 

  # echo 20 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes 

 
And check it by running these commands again 
 
# cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_time 

  600 

 

  # cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl 

  60 

 



  # cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes 

  20 

 
 


